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1

Introduction

When the Great East Japan Great Earthquake occurred
on March 11, 2011, many railroads stopped operating, and a
large-scale road congestion also occurred in Japan. Due to
this influence, about 5.15 million people in the metropolitan
area have fallen into difficulty going home [1]. And when the
operation of public transportation was resumed, the confusion
increased as they started coming home all at once [2]. Such a
situation is considered to have arisen because the information
necessary for taking calm action, such as the damage situation
and the prospect of restoration of public transportation, did
not reach the victims. There is concern that such confusion
may trigger a crowd accident. In order to dispel these, it is
important to promptly and reliably communicate appropriate
information and instructions to people. It is reported that a
situation occurred in which a part of the communication
network could not be used due to power failure, congestion,
damage to communication equipment, etc., when the Great
East Japan Earthquake occurred [3]. Therefore, it is assumed
that Internet and telephone cannot be used as usual at the time
of disaster of the same scale. Therefore, it is important to
consider the disaster information provision method that is
independent of the Internet. In general, those who are difficult
to return home try to obtain information from digital signage
or voice announcement at the nearest station, but the
information they want is not always provided. There is also

concern about misunderstanding of audio information and
obtaining erroneous information due to misreading visual
information. Then, there remains a problem of how to
accurately convey information to people who are unable to get
home.
Currently, there are many services that provide
information when a disaster occurs. However, these are
services based on the premise of using communication
infrastructure, then these cannot be used when the
communication infrastructure becomes in a state of
malfunction for a long time as in the case of the Great East
Japan Earthquake. Also, it is difficult to obtain personalized
information using these services.
Based on the background stated above, in this study we
propose a real-time information providing system for
commuters unable to get home at the time of disaster by
constructing local network using single-board computers.
Since the proposed system can switch the information to be
provided for each microcomputer board, it is possible, for
example, to provide different information for each floor.

2

Related Works

Utsu et al. proposed a safety confirmation system using
Twitter [4]. The purpose of their study is to realize personal
safety confirmation at the time of a large-scale disaster, and as
a countermeasure against infrastructure failure, a method
using multi-hop wireless LAN was considered. A local
network is constructed by connecting a plurality of wireless
LAN devices to each other, and only the gateway serving as a
base point is connected to the Internet. A safety confirmation
system is operating in each wireless LAN device. The data
generated through the system is transferred to the external
service by multi-hoping to the equipment in the gateway
direction. However, considering practical aspects, it is
necessary to make the gateway redundant. Moreover,
countermeasures to be taken when the gateway is disabled
remain as issues.
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We consider to implement a real-time information
providing system for commuters unable to get home at the
time of disaster by constructing local network using singleboard computers. By using this system, disaster-related
information can be provided in real time. Our system can
provide independent information for each floor.

3.1

System overview

As the user terminal, it is assumed that a device capable
of Wi-Fi connection, such as, for example, a smartphone, a
tablet terminal, and a PC. As described in detail in the next
section, this system is deployed on the local server. There are
information provision pages and information browsing pages
created by PHP and JavaScript on the local server.
Information providers can provide disaster-related
information through this system. The provided information is
transmitted to the user in real time. In this system, real time
provision is realized in a pseudo manner by using Server Sent
Event [5]. Server Sent Event is a type of html5 related API
proposed by W3C to perform push notification from the
server, and it is possible to send a notification at the timing
when the state in the server has changed. In the proposed
system, data is transmitted to the viewer in real time with the
update of the provided data triggered. The information
provider can select distribution for whole or distribution for a
specific group.

3.2

Fig.1 screen #1
Common information

User interface and behavior of the system

Screenshots of this system are shown in Figs. 1 to 9. Fig.
1 to 3 are the screen of the information viewer side, and Figs.
4 to 9 are the screen of the information provider side.
3.2.1

Fig.2 screen #2
Group information

Fig.3 screen #3
Content display screen

Screen of the information viewer side

A. Common information (screen #1)

C. Content display screen (screen #3)

When the information viewer accesses the local server
with the Web browser, this screen is displayed (Fig. 1). A list
of posted titles is displayed as a link, and in case of pressing
“next page” or “previous page”, the link of another page is
dynamically displayed. When each link is pressed, details of
posted contents (screen #3) are displayed. When “group
information” is pressed, it transits to the group information list
screen (screen #2).
B. Group information (screen #2)
On this screen, the link of the posting list of the group to
which the viewer belongs is displayed (Fig. 3). When each
link is pressed, details of posted contents (screen #3) are
displayed. For paging, it operates in the same way as the
common information screen (screen #1).

On this screen, posting time, posted title, posted image,
posted contents are displayed (Fig. 3). If there is no posted
image, only text is displayed.
3.2.2

Screen of the information provider side

A. Login page (screen #4)
On this screen (Fig. 4), entering the login ID, Pass and
pressing “Sign In” transits to the common information
management screen (screen #5).
B. Management of common information (screen #5)
Common information to be distributed to information
viewers is managed (Fig. 5). A list of previously posted titles
is displayed as a link, and when a link is pressed, a
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Fig.5 screen #5
Management of common
information

Fig.6 screen #6
Content editing

Fig.7 screen #7
Content posting

Fig.8 screen #8
Group selection

Fig.9 screen #9
Management of group
information

contribution content editing screen (screen #6) is displayed.
When “Add” is pressed, a post screen (screen #7) is displayed.
When “group information” is pressed, a list of management
groups (screen #8) is displayed.
C. Content editing (screen #6)
On this screen, it is possible to delete posted contents
(Fig. 6). When “Delete” is pressed, a confirmation alert is
displayed and the operation is executed after “ok” is selected.
After deletion of the content, the system transitions to the
common information management screen (screen # 5).
D. Content posting (screen #7)
On this screen, information to be posted to the viewer is
managed (Fig. 7). At the selection part of the type of
information, the information provider selects the common
information or group information. In the title space, the
information provider enters the title of the content. This title is
displayed as a link on the common information screen or the
group information screen. In the space of contents, the
information provider enters the text to post. (There is no limit
on the number of characters.) The information provider can
post images by pushing file selection bouton under the text
input space. (When there is no image to be posted, it is put in
an unselected state.) Finally, by pressing the “send” button,
the entered contents are transmitted to the information viewers
in real time.
E. Group selection (screen #8)
On this screen, the group of the information delivery
destination is selected (Fig. 8). By selecting a group from the
group list, the screen transitions to the information
management screen of the selected group (screen #9).

F. Management of group information (screen #9)
Group information to be distributed to information
viewers is managed (Fig. 9). Items and operations are the
same as screen #6.

4

Development of disaster information
providing system

A local network is constructed by using multiple singleboard computers. Hereinafter, the access point apparatus as a
base point is referred to as gateway, and the other access
point apparatuses as repeater. In this study, Raspberry Pi 3
Model B [6] was used as a single-board computer. The
reasons for adopting Raspberry Pi are as follows; the price is
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low, it can operate with low power consumption, and the
Linux can be installed. In this study, Rasbian [7] was adopted.
In this research, two USB wireless LAN adapters are
installed to construct Raspberry Pi with Wi-Fi relay function.
One adapter is operated as client mode (slave) and the Mac
layer is IEEE 802.11.g. The other adapter operates as
infrastructure mode (master) by hostapd [8] and the Mac
layer is IEEE 802.11.g. Dnsmasq [9] is used for assigning IP
addresses to clients. The slave unit of the repeater is
connected to the master unit of another repeater, and the
master unit is connected to the slave unit of another repeater.
By connecting repeaters as described above, a local network
is constructed (Fig. 10). Since the slave unit and the master
unit in the repeater belong to different network segments,
packets are transferred between segments by using NAPT. To
build the Web system in the gateway Apache 2.4.23,
MariaDB 10.2.0, and PHP 5.5.36. were installed. On the
other hand, Nginx 1.11.4 [10] was installed on the repeater.
The gateway's web server is used for web system and
redirection after Wi-Fi connection. The web server of the
repeater is used only with redirection after Wi-Fi connection.
The gateway has an information providing page, and
immediately after connecting to the gateway or repeaters by
the information viewers, the information providing page will
be displayed without inputting the URL. There is a mechanism
called Captive Portal as a method for guiding to a specific
page when connecting to Wi-Fi. This is a technology for
forcibly referring to a specific Web page before using the
Internet, and is generally used for displaying an authentication
screen when connecting to Wi-Fi. In this study, by forcibly
displaying the information provision page instead of the
authentication screen, the operation of the user is simplified.

unit connected on the local network is verified. In A and B,
one information viewer is connected to the repeater, and in C,
one information viewer connects to the repeater on the first
floor. The information provider connects to the gateway.

Fig.10 Network configuration of the proposed system

Fig.11 Information distribution by group

A unique IP address is allocated to the gateway and
repeater to which the information viewer is connected in the
local network. Then, when the information viewer uses the
information providing page, it is possible to acquire
information corresponding to the belonging group (Fig. 11).

5

(a) No shielding (situation A)

Experiments

In order to verify the usefulness of the proposed method,
two evaluation experiments were conducted. The first one is
an experiment to verify the range of information transmission,
and the second is the experiment to verify the real-time nature
of information transmission. The experimental environment
was set assuming three situations A, B, and C as shown in Fig.
12. As experimental equipment, one gateway, two repeaters,
and five iOS terminals were prepared. Then, by using these
pieces of information, providing information to the
information viewer is switched.

5.1
5.1.1

(b) With shielding (situation B)

Validation of transmittable range

Experimental method
In this experiment, the range that the information posted
by the information provider can be transmitted to the slave

(c) Crossing the floor (situation C)
Fig.12 Experimental environment
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5.1.2

Experimental result
The experimental results are shown in Table 1. It was
possible to connect up to about 50 m with a straight line
without shielding (the case A), and up to about 32 m with a
straight line with shielding (the case B). Also, it was possible
to connect up to 85 m in total distance across floors (the case
C). From that, it can be said that by using the staircase part, it
is possible to transmit to other floors.

5.2

Validation of real time property

5.2.1

Experimental method
In this experiment, we verify the time until the
information posted by the information provider is reflected on
the slave unit connected on the local network. In A and B,
four viewers are connected to the repeater, and four viewers
are connected to the repeater of the first floor in C, and the
administrator connects to the gateway. (The arrangement of
repeaters was the same as in 5.1.1.)
5.2.2

Experimental result
The experimental results are shown in Table 2. The
overall average response time is about 2 seconds.
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Table 1 Maximum transmittable range
Situation

A

B

C

50m

32m

50m

50m

32m

35m
total

85m

Table 2 Response time
Situation
Average [sec]

A
2.18

B
2.61

C
2.19
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